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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1972, Ambrosetti and Prodi Cl] considered the Dirichlet problem 
Au + g(u) = h(x) inQcIWN 
u=o on ac2 
(1) 
under the assumptions that g is of class C2, strictly convex and such that 
O< lim g’(u)<l,< lim g’(u)<l,, (2) u- -ro It-+;0 
where 1, < A2 are the first two eigenvalues of the Dirichlet problem on 52 
for -A. They proved that the Holder space C’,“(a) was split into two 
open sets 0, and O2 by a C’-manifold M such that: 
(i) if k E Oo. (1) has no solution; 
(ii) if 12 E M, (1) has exactly one solution; 
(iii) if h E 02, (1) has exactly two solutions. 
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The structure of M was clarified by Berger and Podolak [3], who 
decomposed h in scp(x) + K(x) with cp spanning the eigenspace of A, and h 
orthogonal to it. They proved the existence of a real number s0 =s,(& 
such that the conclusions of the Ambrosetti-Prodi theorem respectively 
hold according to s < sO, s = s0 or s > sO. 
An important contribution was then made by Kazdan and Warner [lo], 
who injected the technique of upper and lower solutions in the study of 
problems of the form 
Au + g(x, u) =x/d(x) onQ2R[W” 
(3) 
u=o on aa 
with g sufficiently smooth, and proved that if (2) is generalized to 
-cc<limsupu-’ g(x,u)<;1,<liminfu-‘g(x,u)< +co (4) u--cc u- fir 
uniformly in x ~8, then there exists s,, such that (3) has no solution if 
s<sO and at least one solution if s >sO. 
The multiplicity part of the Ambrosetti-Prodi result (the existence of a 
second solution for s > sO) can be obtained for (3) under conditions of type 
(4) when an a priori bound for the possible solutions of (3) can be proved. 
Such a bound allows the combination, in various ways, of upper and lower 
solutions techniques with topological degree or lixed point index. This was 
done by Dancer, Amann, Hess, Berestycki, P.L. Lions and others when, for 
N> 1, a supplementary growth condition holds for g, which is of the form 
lim upug(x, u)=O (5) u-+x 
uniformly in x E Q, with (r = (N + 1 )(N - 1). The reader can consult the 
interesting survey paper of de Figueiredo [5] for details and references up 
to 1980. More recent results (excluding here the interesting question of the 
existence of more than two solutions initiated by Lazer and MC Kenna 
[ 111) use variational approaches to improve the growth condition (5) by 
allowing CJ = (N + 2 j/(N - 2) if an auxiliary condition involving g and its 
indefinite integral and ensuring the Palais-Smale condition holds jT4, 6, 71. 
In another direction, a recent paper of Kannan and Ortega [9] conserves 
(5) but modifies the Ambrosetti-Prodi condition (4) in the following way. 
Writing (3) more conveniently as 
A24 + d, 24 +f(x, u) = s&c) 0nQ 
(6) 
u=o on &2. 
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we see that (4) becomes 
lim sup 2.4 ~ ‘f(x, U) < 0 < lim inf u mm ’ f(x, u). 
u---a, u- +m (7) 
Kannan and Ortega replace (7), for f locally Lipschitzian in U, by 
lim (Aiu+f(x, ~4)) = + co and lim j-(x, u) = + GO (8) u---m Ii-) +m 
uniformly in x E 0. It is easy to check that the first (resp. second) condition 
in (8) is less (resp. more) restrictive than the first (resp. second) inequality 
in (7). In the same direction, a recent result of Fabry, Mawhin and 
Nkashama [S] shows for the periodic boundary value problem 
zf” +f(x, u) = s 
(9) 
U(O) - ~(27~) = d(0) - 24’( 7L j = 0, 
under the mere assumption that f is continuous and 
lim f(x, M) = + 00 (10) 
1111 - m 
uniformly in XE [0, 27~1, the existence of SUE R such that (9) has 0, at least 
one or at least two solutions according to s<sO, s =sO or s>sO. The same 
results also hold for the Neumann boundary conditions. 
It is therefore natural to raise the question of replacing condition (8) by 
the more general and very natural condition (10) in the case of the 
Dirichlet boundary value problem. We study this problem for the ordinary 
differential case 
~4” + 14 +f(x, u) = s(2/7c) 1/Z sin 3c 
u(0) = u( 7-c) = 0 
(11) 
and show (in Theorem 2) that, for f continuous and satisfying (lo), there 
exists s0 d SC such that (11) has no, at least one or at least two solutions 
according to s <s,,, SE [s,, SC] or s>s;. We also show (in Theorem 3) 
that s0 = s: when the function 
is nondecreasing in a neighborhood of 0 for some M > 0 and all x E [0, n], 
the general case remaining open. Our approach combines results on upper 
and lower solutions for ( 11) which refine earlier ones of Kazdan and War- 
ner [lo] (Lemmas 1 and 2 and Theorem 1) with a technique for getting a 
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priori bounds in Dirichlet-like problems for ordinary differential equations 
due to Mawhin [ 131 (Lemma 3) and classical degree arguments. 
2. THE EXISTENCE OF UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS 
Let I= (0, n), I= [0, X] and, for k=O, 1, 2, let us denote by C”(i) the 
space of real-valued functions on I which are continuous with their first k 
derivatives, and by Ct (I) the subspace of C”(r) consisting of the functions u 
such that u(O)= u(n) =O. These spaces will be considered as subspaces 
of the Banach space Co(I) equipped with the usual norm 
j[uIl a\ = max( lu(x)l: x E I}, and sometimes, for k 2 Ii, as subspaces of C’(I) 
equipped with the norm //U/I cc + j(u’IJ a. 
We consider the problems 
24” + u +f(x, u) = scp, XEI 
u(0) = u(n) = y, 
(12 1 
where f: Px Iw + IR is continuous, y E IR, s E R and cp is the positive eigen 
function associated with the first eigenvalue AI = 1 of the linear problem 
u” + Au = 0, u(0) = u(n) = 0, 
normalized so that 
I ,‘p2(x) dx= 1 
Explicitly, q(x) = (2/7c)l” sin x. 
The first existence result about (12,) will be proved by using lower and 
upper solutions. Recall that a function CI (resp. /I) belonging to C”(l) is said 
to be a lo\Yer (resp. upper) solution of (12,,) if ~(0) < y, c~(rr) dy and 
a”(x) + CX(.Y) +f(x, a(.~)) 2 s(p(x), for all x E I, (resp. p(O) > y, /?(rc) 2 y and 
P”(X) + p(x) +f(x, P(X)) <sq(x) for all x E I). c( (resp. B) is said to be strict 
if strict inequalities hold everywhere in the definition. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a real number S such that (12,) has an upper 
solution whenever s > S and 0 < y < 1. 
Proof: Let 
m=max{v+f(x, v):Odvd2,Odx-drr). 
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We can assume m > 0 because, otherwise, 1’ E [0, l] would give an upper 
solution for each s>O. Let 
be intervals such that meas(I\I,) 66 (6 to be chosen later) and let us 
defineHE C”(I) to be 
H(x) = 0 ifxEII 
177 if x E f\I, 
and 0 < H(x) < m if x E I?\[, . Let & be the solution of the linear problem 
- u” = H, u(o j = U(X) = 0. 
We have PO > 0 on I by the maximum principle and, letting a E I be such 
that &(a) = 0, we have 
P;(x)= -~=xH(t)dt~~~H(r)dt~~~~,,,mdt~n~6 
for all x E Z, so that PO(x) = s;, PA(t) dt <m&c, x E 1 We can now choose 6 
so small that 0 G/?,(X) ,< 1 for XE 1 and set & = 1’ + PO, so that 
0 d /3,(x) < 2 for all x E I and y E [0, 11, which gives, for those x and JJ, 
PjlCx) +ftx, P,(x)) G m. 
Finally, let us choose S b nz/a > 0 with 
o=inf{q(x):xEIZ}>O. 
Then 
PI: + PI, +f(x, fi,) = - H + p, +f(x, &) < -H + m d m 6 Q.J 
for all x E I2 and 
&+&+f(x,&)< -H+m=O<Fq) 
for all s E 1\,12, which shows that ,9,, is an upper solution of (12,j 
corresponding to S and hence to all s 3 S. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that the following condition holds. 
(H 1) There exist a positive real number sI and a function h E C”(r) such 
that 
s h(x) q(x) dx > sI I 
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lim inf f(x, u) B h(x) 
o---r 
Then, for each y 3 0 and s < sl, problem (12,) has a strict lower solution 
which, in addition, can be chosen less than arql fixed z E CA (I). 
ProoJ: Fix tE [0, s,] and let 
m = inf(f(x, 21) - Q(x): ti < 0, I E Z2. 
We can assume nz d 0, because otherwise any a(x) = q(x) - m,l2 with a < 0 
will be a strict lower solution for (12) with s= t and moreover, as every 
z E CA (I) satisfies 
Cl cp(xj d d-u) < czcpi-yj, XEJ (13) 
for some constants c, and c2 (see, e.g., [14]), we shall have a(x) d z(x), 
x E Z by taking Ial sufficiently large. Let us pick an interval I, c Z, c Z so 
large that 
I 
k(x) cp(x j day + ~FZ 
s 
q(x) dx > sl, 
IO I;. IO 
E > 0 such that 
and let v0 d 0 be such that 
f(x, u) >, h(x) - & 
for all x E Z whenever v d uO. We now set 
gl(xj = 
i 
h(x) - tcp(x) - & ifxel,, 
111 if x E Z\Z, , 
so that 
! g,(x) q(x) d-x = i j IO (h(x)-t~(x)-E)(P(X)d*X+ j~ionl~(x)dx 
>Sl-t-E 
I 
cp(x)dx>s,-t-F &)d.u>O, 
IO c -I 
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and let v be such that vcp(x) d u0 for x E I,. If U(X) < rq(x) for XE 1, then, 
u(x) < u0 whenever x E I,, and hence 
f(x, u(x)) - w(x) z h(x) - 8 - t4ob) =gl(x), 
while, for x E I\&, u(x) < 0 and hence 
f(X, u(x)) - Q(x) 3 nz = g1(x). 
Let now gE C”(1) and q >O be such that gdg, - ‘1 and Jig(x) q(x) dx > 0, 
and let v” be the unique solution orthogonal to cp of the linear problem 
u” + u + G(x) = 0 
u(0) = u(n) = 0 
where G defined by 
is such that G(x) <g(x) for x~l. Using (13), it is now easy to check that 
a(x) = q(x) + i?(x) - r//2 
is the desired strict lower solution of (12,) for s = t (and hence for all s < t) 
when a is chosen so that 
q(x) + C(x) < vcp(x) and q(x) + C(x) <z(x) 
on I. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 lead to the following existence result for our problem 
(12,). 
THEOREM 1. Let S be as in Lemma 1, y E [0, l] and let us assume that 
(H ,) holds with s1 > f. Then there exists S(y) < S < s1 (with the possibility 
that S(y) = - co) such that 
(1) for s < S(y), (12,,) has no solution; 
(2) for SE (S(y), sl), (12,) has at least one solution. 
ProoJ For any s> S, we have an upper solution fl for (12,) (by 
Lemma l), and for any s <s, we have, by Lemma 2, a lower solution c1 
which we can assume to be less then or equal to B. Hence, by a result of 
Nagumo (see, e.g., [ 12, 14]), a solution exists for any SE [.T, s,). Let us 
now show that, if (12,,) has a solution for some s = 5< sl, then it has a 
solution for any s E [?, s,). Indeed, the solution r7 corresponding to s = s” is 
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an upper solution for any s 2 S, and again Lemma 2 ensures the existence 
of a lower solution CI with ad ii. Finally, take 
S(J)) = inf{s E R: (12,) has at least one solution} 
(with S(y)= -a if (12,) has a solution for any s<s,), to complete the 
proof by the above discussion. 
Remark 1. The mapping 5’: LO, l] -+ R, y -+ S(r) is nondecreasing 
because if (12,) has a solution u7 and if 0 <II’< y, then u,, is clearly an 
upper solution for (12,,) and, as a lower solution smaller then ug always 
exist, (12,..) has a solution. Consequently, S($) < S(y). In particular, 
For simplicity, we shall write in the sequel 
sg = S(O), s; = ,hm+ Sill). 
3. A PRIORI BOUNDS AND MULTIPLICITY RESULTS 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we know that (12,) has at least 
one solution for s belonging to some internal (so, sl). The existence of a 
second solution for the same values of s will now be proved, under 
additional assumptions on f, by using degree arguments. The first step in 
this direction is to prove uniform a priori bounds for the solutions of (12). 
LEMMA 3. Assume that the follol-1kg assumption holds. 
(Hz) There exist a positive number s1 and Q function h E C”(i) such that 
jI h(x) q(x) dx > s, and 
Then there exists M = M(s, j such that ljul[ ~ < M for all possible solutions 
u of (12,) with s<s,. 
ProoJ Let u = Arp + G, with jI ii(x) cp(x) dx = 0, be a solution of (12,) 
for some s < sr . We first get an a priori bound on ii. In view of [ 13 ], it is 
enough to bound jI lu”(x) + u(x)1 q(x) dx. Since by (Hz), 
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for some c E C’(r), a.e. x E I and all u E IR, we have 
luU(x) + u(x)1 cp(x) G ISI cp’w + If(-T 4x))l cpb) 
6 ISI $(x) + (f(x-, 24X)) - c(x)) cp(x) + Ic(x)l cp(“X), 
and hence 
s, lu”b) + u(x)1 cp(x) d,v d I4 + s, fb, u(x)) cp(x) dx 
+ 21 Ic(xjl V(X) dx. 
I 
On the other hand, multiplying the equation in (12,) by 9 and integrating 
over I, we get 
s 
f(x, u(x)) cp(x) d-x = s < sI 
I 
and we conclude that 
s . , lu”(x) + u(x)1 cp(xj dx d 2 i J s, + Ic(~~)l I dx . I 
Now suppose that there exists a sequence (uk) of solutions of (12,) with 
s = tk < sr such that IIukll m + ocj as k + so. Let u,Jx) = A,cp(x) + z?,Jx) with 
iI z&(x) cp(x j d-x = 0. 
Since IIfirIl z 6 ti(.s,) by the first part of the proof, we necessarily have 
lA,J + + cc as k + WI and hence lu,Jx)l + + DZ for a.e. XE I. By (H2) and 
Fatou’s lemma. we obtain 
s1 3 lim inf tk = lim inf 
k-cc s 
f(~, uk(x) cp(x) uk 
k-m I
> 1 lim inf f(~, uk(-x)) q(x) ds > j 
I k-s 
h(x) q(x) d-x > sl. 
I 
a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2. Let S be as in Lemma 1 and assume that condition (Hz) of 
Lemma 3 holds with s1 35 Then the number s o gizlen by Theorem 1 is finite 
and s14ch that: 
(1) for s<so, (12,) has no solution; 
(2) for SE [so, s,+], (12,) has at least one solution; 
(3) forsEtS; s,), (12,) has at least two solutions. 
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ProojI As in Lemma 3, let c E C”(r) be such that 
Ax, u) 2 c(x) 
for x E I and all z4 t R. Then a solution u of (12,) satisfies the condition 
.S= J, .f(x, U(X)) cp(-Y) dx 3 J, 4-Y) v(x) da%- = t, 
so that there are no solutions for s < F and so is finite. To apply degree 
theory, let us write (12,) as 
where 
Lu + N,( 24) = 0, UE D(L), 
L: D(L)=C;(~)cC”(I)~Co(Q, u--,u”+u 
N,: C”(F) + C”(T),, I4 -f( . , u( )) - sfp. 
It is well known that L is a Fredholm operator of index zero and that N, is 
L-completely continuous on C”(r), so that the coincidence degree 
D,(L + N,, Q) of L + N, with respect to L in 52 will be defined whenever .Q 
is a bounded open subset of C?(r) such that Lzr + NJu) #O for 
u E dQ n D(L) (see, e.g., [ 12, 141). 
Take 1’ E (0, 11, s^ E (S(y), s, ), and let li, be a corresponding solution of 
(12,) given by Theorem 1. Ifs E (2, sr), fir, is a strict upper solution for (12,) 
with that s; let c(, be a strict lower solution for (12,) with the same s such 
that a,(x) < Z&(X) - y for x E r given by Lemma 2. Thus, 
and 
a,(x) =e ii.,,(x), XE I 
If we let 
as(O) -=--c 0 < ZqO), a,(Tc) < 0 < z?,(n). 
Q, = (z4 E CO(I): cc,(x) < u(x) < ti,(x) for x E I>, 
then Q, is a bounded open set of C”(r) and it is proved in [ 121 or in [ 141 
that 
ID,(L + Ns, Q,)l = 1. 
Let moreover M, > max (M, llcllj oc, l/u7 I/ , ), where A4 is as in Lemma 3, 
and set 
f2 = {u E CO(I): -M, -c z~(x) < M, for x E r>. 
505;69,3-10 
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For t<s,, D,(Li-N,, Q)=O because, for such t, (12,) has no solution; 
therefore, by the homotopy invariance of the degree, we have 
D,(L + N,, a) = 0. 
On the other hand, R, c Q, so that, by the additivity property of the degree 
ID,(L + N,, Q\Q,)l = P,(L + N, Qj - D,(L + N,, Q,)l 
= ID,(L + Ns, Q,)l = 1. 
Hence (12, j has at least one solution in 9, and one in Q\Q,. This holds for 
any s E (2, sr ) and hence for any s E (S ,+,s,)sinces^~(S(1/‘),s~)and0<~161 
are arbitrary. We also know by Theorem 1 that (12,) has at least one 
solution for SE (so, sr). Finally, to show that the same conclusion holds for 
s = sO, let (t,) be a sequence in (so, S, ) which converges to s0 and let 11, be a 
solution of (12,) with s = t,. Using Lemma 3, one gets (u,) bounded in 
C”(T) and hence in C’(~J by the equation. By Ascoli’s theorem and the 
integrated form of the equation, one gets the existence of a converging sub- 
sequence of (u,,) whose limit is a solution of (12) with s = s,,. 
Theorem 2 implies the following interesting 
COROLLARY 1. Assunze that 
as 1111 -+ m unifornzl~~ in x E 1. Tlzen there exist real numbers so <so’ such 
that 
(1) for s <so, (12,) has no solzrtion; 
(2) for s E [so, s,f 1, (12,) has at least one solution; 
(3) for s>s,t, (12,) h as at least two solutions. 
ProoJ: By assumption, condition (H,) of Lemma 3 holds for arbitrary 
positive numbers sr and then the result follows from Theorem 2. 
We do not know if necessarily, under conditions of Theorem 2, so = ST, 
i.e., if the classical conclusion for Ambrosetti-Prodi problems holds. This is 
the case if we add a regularity condition introduced by Basile and Mininni 
[2] in the frame of condition (4). 
THEOREM 3. Asszmze that the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold and that, in 
addition, there exist r >0 and M>O szzch that the.function 
u+(M+l)u+f(x,u) 
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is nordecreasing on [ -r, r] for each x E 1 Then, s0 is finite and such that 
(I) fbr s < so, ( 12,) has no solution; 
(2) for s=sO, (12,) has at least one solution; 
(3 f j&r s E (so, s, ), ( 12,) has at Zeast two solurions. 
ProoJ: We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2 except that we con- 
sider L and NS as operators between CA(r) and Co(I) with their usuall 
norms. Taking s  ^E (Sg, s, j and ti a corresponding solution of (12,) given by 
Theorem 1, we see that if s E (s ,^ s,), 
and 
ii”(X) + C(s) +f(x, l&Y)) < scp(x), x E 10, 7c[ 
h(o) = ti(n j = 0. 
We then take for this (12,) with this s a strict lower solution a5 such that 
X(,(X) < $x). XE [0, rr] (this is possible by Lemma 2). New let 
l-2, = (24 E CA(I): m(x) < u(x) < C(x), (x E 10, n[), 
u’(0) < G’(O), u’(7c) > C’(n), I/d/j v1 < (C + 1) 7r}. 
where 
It is easy to check that R, is an open bounded subset of CA(r) and if we 
show that 
Lu+N,u=O (14) 
has no solution on dQR,, the reasoning of [14] implies that 
lD,(L + N,, Q,jl = 0. 
Now, if u is a solution of (14) in D(L) n do,, the conditions on CI, Li and 
the definition of C imply that u'(O)= z?(O) or u’(z)=zY(~). Consider, say, 
the first case, the other one being similar. As u(0) = G(O) = 0, there exist 
0 <p < JT such that lu(xjl d r, /G(x)j d r whenever XE [0, p]. On the other 
hand, 
ti”(-Yj - A4zq.Y) + (M+ 1) a(x) +f(x, C(x)) <Scp(X), 
u”(X) - Mu(x) + M( + 1) U(X) +f(x, U(X)) =s&), x E IO, p] 
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and hence, as 24(-x) < li(x j for x E ]0,7c[, we deduce from the supplementary 
assumption upon f that 
(a - u)“(X) - M(ti - u)(x) < 0, x E 10, p]. 
Therefore, by the strong maximum principle, u’(0) < i’(O), a contradiction. 
The remaining of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 except that we 
define Q by 
Remark 2. The Basile-Mininni condition on f is in particular satisfied 
whenfis of class C’ with respect to u in a neighborhood of the origin. 
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